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Review of a Review: Critical Remarks on S. S. Chern’s Review 
of Erhard Scholz’s Geschichte des Mannigfaltigkeitsbegriffs 
von Riemann bis Poincark 
By Emil A. Fellmann 
Euler-Edition, Arnold Biicklinstru.sse 37, CH-4051 Basel. Sbcitzerland 
S. S. Chern’s short-alas all too short-review in Historia Mathematics ll(3) 
(1984), 330, calls for some critical remarks. Such criticism would be unnecessary 
if Chern were but an average reviewer, but due to his eminence as a mathemati- 
cian his word carries too much weight not to meet with some sort of opposition. 
On the one hand S. S. Chern credits E. Scholz with being “a mathematical 
historian with a formidable knowledge of mathematics”; on the other hand “the 
reviewer [Chern] has the feeling that he [Scholz] is not a working mathematician.” 
Chern’s feeling, to be sure, is correct; yet once again the issue implied seems to be 
the ever disputed question how and by whom history may and ought to be written. 
“As a result the book does not show the insight that one finds in Felix Klein’s 
Entwicklung der Mathematik im 19. Jahrhundert or Andre Weil’s Number The- 
ory, Birkhauser, 1983.” 
Of course not, but such a comparison is not only unfair but simply unreason- 
able. Scholz’s book is the inaugural dissertation of an able young man, who, as a 
mathematician, is well aware of the fact that “the field is, however, so immense 
that an adequate history should take several times this volume” (and, indeed, 
Scholz might have added the preposition “Zur” [meaning “A Contribution to 
. . . “I to the title of his study). The works referred to by Chern, however, repre- 
sent the culminations of lifelong research. highly concentrated works by mathe- 
maticians of. the greatest distinction [I]. 
It goes without saying that we, too, do not think much of the countless fabrica- 
tions by certain merely sociologically or philosophically motivated scribblers, 
who, with no or only very shallow knowledge of their subject matter, tamper with 
the history of science. But if Chern’s above-mentioned standard were to be or 
rather had been applied consequently, the writing of history of mathematics-at 
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least of modern times-would disappear completely within a decade, and there 
wquld be no such standard works on the history of mathematics as, e.g., those by 
J. E. Montucla, M. Cantor, D. E. Smith, J. E. Hofmann, etc. (C. Truesdell’s 
thesis on the history of science “as a still birth” may be disregarded in this 
context). Certainly Professor Chern would wish mathematical historians to be 
seriously working young people rather than such (former) “working mathemati- 
cians” who, as often as not, lack the most elementary (and, by the way, not easily 
acquired) skills of the professional historian, and who devote themselves to the 
wt,iting of “history” only when as aging lions they have lost their mathematical 
canine teeth. Examples of such scholars discrediting the history of mathematics as 
a Pliscipline are only too numerous, yet it is not my intention to name any: the dead 
rnliy rest in peace, while the living referred to here are rather unlikely to change 
b? ’ 
,Aevertheless, the standard of comparison chosen by S. S. Chern does Erhard 
Scholz honor. His book, being an inaugural dissertation written in Germany, 
cannot be blamed for the fact that “for English readers the main obstacle is the 
[Gizrman] language. Or is it to be regretted that nowadays it is no longer custom- 
ar!’ (nor feasible!) to write dissertations in Latin? 
NOTES 
1. It would be an isomorphism if a reviewer blamed the author of a good “normal” inaugural 
disi ;ertation in Natural Philosophy for the lack of depth and scope of his ideas as compared to let us say 
those of Einstein in his Zur Elektrodynamik benjegrer K&per. while at the same time acknowledging 
that as a physicist he had done a good job. 
2. My own views on the qualifications of a historian of mathematics are largely identical with those 
exf’ressed in the “after-dinner speech” [Tischredel of 1972 by C. A. Truesdell. “The Scholar: A 
Sp(:cies Threatened by Professions,” CriGcul Inyuiry 2(4) (1976). 631-648; German translation by C. 
Waltzer and C. J. Scriba, “Der Gelehrte: Eine von den Professionen bedrohte Spezies.” Htrmunismus 
uncr Technik 17(3) (1973). 113-127. 
